Inspiration

“Cinema is the art of the little detail that does not call attention to itself.” (François Truffaut)

“Perhaps it is not cinema which has ended, but only cinephilia—the name of a very specific kind of love that cinema inspired. Each art breeds its fanatics. The love that cinema inspired, however, was special. It was born of the conviction that cinema was an art unlike any other: quintessentially modern; distinctly accessible; poetic and mysterious and erotic and moral—all at the same time. Cinema had apostles (it was like religion). Cinema was a crusade. Cinema was a world view. Lovers of poetry or opera or dance don’t think there is only poetry or opera or dance. But lovers of cinema could think there was only cinema. That the movies encapsulated everything—and they did. It was both the book of art and the book of life.” (A Century of Cinema, Susan Sontag)

“Cinema began in wonder, the wonder that reality can be transcribed with such magical immediacy. All of cinema is an attempt to perpetuate and to reinvent that sense of wonder…. The sheer ubiquity of moving images has steadily undermined the standards people once had both for cinema as art at its most serious and for cinema as popular entertainment…. Now the balance has tipped decisively in favor of cinema as an industry. The great cinema of the 1960s and 1970s has been thoroughly repudiated…. Cinephilia itself has come under attack as something quaint, outmoded, snobbish. For cinephilia implies that films are unique, unrepeatable, magic experiences…” (A Century of Cinema, Susan Sontag)

Program Notes

Life in the movies. It’s the only life you wanted to keep…

Drawing on the richness of the good old days of cinema with live music and a thoroughly modern, “hyper-real” film experience with multiple screens and surround sound, Mikel Rouse’s The End Of Cinematics examines the 21st-century phenomenon of viewing media content in fragmented form. From channel surfing to MTV to formulaic Hollywood films and sitcoms, we’re accustomed to—and adept at—filling in the details of storylines, of grasping an idea and determining its conclusion.

Inspired by Susan Sontag’s 1996 New York Times article “The Decay of Cinema” and her 1997 essay “A Century of Cinema,” Mikel Rouse adds to the discourse on the art of cinema. Drawing on the history of cinema from its early days with live music to today’s sophisticated sound and effect experiences, as well as our familiarity with music videos and MTV, Mikel Rouse asks if film experiences challenge us the way they once did. He asks if the communal cinematic experience still alters our existence or if it impacts us in other ways. Has a corporate formula driven by commerce hijacked the film industry? Does film challenge us? Is it still relevant? How has the communal, cinematic experience altered our existence? Is it still entertainment? How do the elements of dialogue, music, and image interact and impact us?

As a dreamlike meditation on the possibilities of cinema, The End Of Cinematics reflects on the way corporate entertainment has transformed the art of cinema and suggests that plot and screenplay have become artifice. Mikel Rouse elevates the pop-tinged musical score to a position of prominence; by favoring sound over image and dialogue, The End Of Cinematics examines but one of the many possibilities afforded filmmakers, performers, and videographers at the beginning of the 21st century. By adding elements of form and structure, and by juxtaposing music and lyrics, images and narrative, live performance and video, Mikel Rouse creates an immersive, sensual experience that embodies a thoughtful and creative approach to 21st-century art.

The End Of Cinematics is the third part of an “opera verité” trilogy consisting of Failing Kansas and the critically-acclaimed “talk show” opera Dennis Cleveland. Each of these works combines live performance with original music and video/film; each makes use of Rouse’s counterpoetry technique, the use of multiple unpitched voices in counterpoint to create a layering effect with multiple textual meanings. The works are linked thematically in that they refer to American popular culture and how America looks at religion and spirituality.

Failing Kansas, based on events surrounding the murder of the Clutter family in Holcomb, Kansas, was inspired by Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood. Using diaries and letters of the murderers, trial transcripts, and fragments of well-known verse, Mikel Rouse performs with preacherly gestures against an abstract film backdrop by Cliff Baldwin, overlaying the text on his pre-recorded score to create a beguiling counterpoint. 

As it highlights the ritual function of the television talk show, Dennis Cleveland breaks the “fourth wall”—the divide between performers and audience—allowing for interaction between everyone involved in the performance experience. Mikel Rouse performs as a combination of talk show host and master director, leading on the talk show guests and testifying audience members. As it comments on the packaging and content of the contemporary cinematic experience, The End Of Cinematics presents original film footage manipulated through computer generated imaging to provide video backdrops or stage sets for live performers. The performers and backdrops are then captured live on video and montaged onto a front-projected scrim, creating a live, 3-D film right before our eyes.



